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Men are consistently told to step it up, to get their money up & to be better men &

that we're trash & terrible leaders & abusers & misogynistic while most of us are

just trying to find our way in life. No man under 30 has it figured out, those of us

who seem like we do...

Are just master salesman & are tactically aware enough to portray a wholesome image while meeting our own ends. When

we finally do reach the age where we are financially stable, sound leaders & are mature, well polished & successful...

We are told to date/marry the "age appropriate" women that were giving many of us shit as we were finding our feet. EVERY

MAN KNOWS what it takes to be successful with women, yet no women give a fuck about what it takes to be successful

with a man.

So this thread is to say to men, I know how many of you look through my content & don't engage, I know you're frustrated

but never voice it out of fear of being shamed. But we men need to make our voices heard. Many women these days are

unfeminine, confrontational, headaches...

Liabilities & downright unpleasant, but anytime we call this out we're branded misogynists... They call us out tons but are

applauded... We are taught from a young age that we should take everything a woman gives you & never retaliate... Im here

to say FUCK THAT.

A lot of women have a problem with us... They won't submit, they get aggressive & in our face when they talk, because they

know there aren't consequences. They also "can't control their fiery side". But when is in the white boardroom at work, she

controls it just fine.

Yet when we leave them for younger, better or even multiple more girls WE are suddenly the dogs. As a society we've

subconsciously told men that they're solely to blame & they must step up, fix their issues, while simultaneously telling

women that they're just perfect.

Then when we treat these "just perfect" women like their supposed to be treated, we are the problem once again. Nah, as a

man, FUCK THAT! Do what makes YOU happy, put YOURSELF FIRST. You sacrifice everyday working soul crushing

hours & providing to be told you're trash.
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You're a good man who's ignored, when she gets knocked up by the thug she CHOSE, you're suddenly part of the problem?

You are constantly ridiculed, put down, blamed for everything by women who insist they're equal yet never want equal

responsibility?! FUCK NO. Your life is YOURS

You work hard, you take years to get yourself right, constantly get rejected, pick yourself up, get told you're meaningless

without money & make shit work anyway. Spoil yourself. Don't allow any woman to tell you what you should or shouldn't

want.

You want a wife that shuts up cleans, cooks & sucks? You want a sexy mistress half your age? You want a harem of girls to

snort coke off of all day? GET THEM. Stop letting your hard work be appreciated by those who didn't do SHIT!

"You're so controlling" "You're so patriarchal" "Let her have an Onlyfans". If you want your women a certain way & you have

put in the work & time to attract them... Have whatever the FUCK you want. Women have been told to live their best life.

Time for you to do the same. FOCUS!

I'm glad this space has finally given men a platform to voice their realities. This Western "proggressive" world has been

wound up around our balls so tight that we can't even do a single thing without being "patriarchal" or "mansplaining". Fuck all

of it. Do you. Live your life.

Just look at this shit. If she's over 21 & you've worked hard to attract her...HAVE HER. Stop being shamed by old fat hags

with baggage. Life life on your terms. https://t.co/pKB9EV5D8R

17 year old boys dating 13year olds (pedofuckingphilic)

20 year old boys going after 15 year olds (if you don't sit your ass down RKelly)

30 year old men marrying 21year old ( your Hugh Hefner ass needs an evaluation)

40year old man dating 25yr olds and calling it love Sir \U0001f611

— Feminist Witch (@DonCorleAnn) December 22, 2020
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